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This way up 
A farmgate milk price around the $9 per kgms mark is a real prospect 
There have been broad gains at the latest GDT overnight. 

The overall GDT price index lifted 1.9%, with virtually all 

products lifting. That included a 1.9% lift in all-important 

WMP –below where the futures market was pointing, but 

enough to take prices north of the US$4,000/MT mark.  

Supply is tight, and buyers are prepared to pay a premium to 

secure product right across the board. As we’ve previously 

noted, NZ spring production and pasture growth got off to a 

slow start. While NZ production will improve from here, we 

don’t expect a surge, and the global backdrop will remain soft 

(the US Department of Agriculture has revised down its global 

production estimates). In short, the global demand and supply 

balance is tight enough to keep prices supported.  

The contract curve implies WMP prices have further near-term 

momentum to come. There’s now an upward kink in the curve, 

reflecting that buyers are paying a premium to secure product 

well into the latter stages of the season.  

Unlike during the last dairy price cycle seven years ago, this 

dynamic isnt just boosting WMP – all products are running 25-

60% ahead of long run averages, with the biggest gains for fats 

and cheeses. That’s a plus because it means Fonterra won’t run 

into the same problems it did during the 2013/14 season. Back 

then, it was unable to deliver on the milk price manual output 

because it’s production mix meant it couldn’t produce enough 

higher-earning WMP and was producing too much of its lower-earning product streams. 

Futures now expect a watershed $9 per kgms farmgate milk price for the season, which is certainly conceivable. Our 

core view little more cautious, but a record-high milk price is all but locked in for this season and there is an upside 

risk to our own $8.75 per kgms forecast. Prices have already been locked in at high levels for the majority of this 

season’s sales, and a higher NZD won’t have much of an impact given we expect the co-op is already around 80-90% 

hedged around the 0.69-0.70 mark. 

ASB Fonterra

Milk Price* $8.75 $7.90- $8.90

* per kg of milk solids (excluding dividend).  

2021/22

Product

% change in 

index since 

last auction

Annual % 

change in 

index

Weighted 

Average 

Price US$/MT

Whole Milk Powder (WMP) 1.9% 31.3% 3,987

Skim Milk Powder (SMP) 1.3% 32.7% 3,676

Anhydrous Milk Fat (AMF) 1.4% 56.2% 6,472

Butter 4.1% 45.1% 5,534

GDT Price Index 1.9% 43.3% n.a.
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ASB Commodities Index  
The ASB Commodities Index reached a new NZD high for a 

second consecutive week. Underling USD prices were modestly 

down, despite another off-auction lift in dairy prices (ahead of 

this morning’s result). By contrast, meat prices declined after 

their recent gains.  

Lower USD prices were offset by a 1.2% fall in the NZD/USD 

exchange rate. The upshot saw our NZD index lift 0.8% over the 

week, bursting through the 121 mark for the first time. 
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Disclaimer 

This document is published solely for informational purposes. It has been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial situation, or 
needs. Before acting on the information in this document, you should consider the appropriateness and suitability of the information, having regard 
to your objectives, financial situation and needs, and, if necessary seek appropriate professional or financial advice.   

We believe that the information in this document is correct and any opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made, based 
on the information available at the time of its compilation, but no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or provided as 
to accuracy, reliability or completeness of any statement made in this document. Any opinions, conclusions or recommendations set forth in this 
document are subject to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to the opinions, conclusions or recommendations expressed 
elsewhere by ASB Bank Limited. We are under no obligation to, and do not, update or keep current the information contained in this document. 
Neither ASB nor any person involved in the preparation of this document accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or 
any part of this document.   

Any valuations, projections and forecasts contained in this document are based on a number of assumptions and estimates and are subject to 
contingencies and uncertainties. Different assumptions and estimates could result in materially different results. ASB does not represent or warrant 
that any of these valuations, projections or forecasts, or any of the underlying assumptions or estimates, will be met.   

* For all indices 2017 average = 100 
** Percentage change since same week last 
year 

ASB New Zealand Commodity Price Indices 
As at Friday 12th November 2021 

 Index* Week % Year %**

Total NZD 121.3 0.8% 19.2%

Total SDR 119.4 -0.3% 24.2%

Total USD 120.8 -0.4% 22.6%

Dairy USD 131.0 0.8% 35.0%

Sheep/beef USD 127.4 -2.0% 31.1%

Forestry USD 97.8 -1.2% 4.1%

Fruit USD 99.4 -1.2% -16.5%

NZD/USD 0.7035 -1.2% 2.9%
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